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Anouk de koning
ShadowS of the Plantation? 
a Social hiStory of Suriname’S bauxite town moengo 
my father ... first worked as an indentured laborer at plantation dordrecht. 
after his contract period, he went to look for a job to earn more. and he 
ended up all the way at moengo. How did he know that there was work 
there? he had heard from others that you could earn lots of money at 
moengo. at dordrecht he earned fifteen cents an hour, at moengo he could 
earn sixty cents1 ... at the time there was no regular boat connection, so he 
went with people who transported vegetables, rice, and fruit to moengo ... 
when he arrived, he had to register as a rower for that merchant. and he 
couldn’t go ashore. he had to stay in the boat at night ... it was wartime, 
and they watched those people closely. they were afraid of sabotage ... my 
father happened to know someone at moengo who helped him with a pass 
... and that’s how he was able to go and register as jobseeker. 
Mr. Kromo, retired Suralco-employee, interview in Paramaribo, July 2008
they first let you come over to get to know the place. i was there for three 
days, and it really made an impression, you know. they need me here, and 
it is so pretty ... and you earned so much more. in the city you’d earn 160 
as a qualified nurse, but at moengo you’d get 400 [a month, in 1950] ... if 
you had seen that little town; it measured up to a foreign city. 
Nurse Fernandes, former director of the Moengo hospital and a Suralco 
staff member, interview in Paramaribo, August 2008
1.  in 1943 a field laborer in moengo earned 36 cents an hour and a mine or mill worker 
38 cents an hour according to lie a Kwie & esajas (1996:107).
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bauxite has long been a major contributor to Suriname’s gdP and the pre-
dominant foreign currency earner.2 its importance to Suriname’s economy 
is duly noted in macro-economic reviews.3 it has, however, hardly received 
attention in historical, sociological, or political studies on Suriname, let alone 
in studies of a more sociocultural character.4 how the mining enclaves of 
moengo, Paranam, and onverdacht functioned, what kind of social life and 
expectations they generated, and what impact they had on Surinamese soci-
ety remains unexplored. using oral narratives about life in the bauxite town 
of moengo, as well as census and other statistical data, this article explores 
to what extent we can discern the shadows of the plantation in Suriname’s 
mining enclaves.
moengo was Suriname’s first mining town; its history coincides with that 
of bauxite mining in Suriname. because of its relative isolation and its almost 
exclusive reliance on the bauxite company, it developed into a company town 
with elaborate facilities and a unique social history. moengo constituted a 
closed, insular enclave which could not easily be accessed and was for a long 
time highly regulated. oral history narratives drew attention to the fact that 
the role of the company, de Maatschappij, was far more than that of just a 
comparatively well-paying employer, but that it also took on the roles of a 
police officer, patriarch, and benefactor. they also indicated numerous conti-
nuities between the plantation and the mining town in terms of the labor regime 
and the kinds of socioeconomic and cultural spaces generated. moengo’s his-
tory incorporates many of the crucial changes in Surinamese society in the 
course of the twentieth century. it exemplifies the move away from a plantation 
economy, yet it also raises questions regarding underlying continuities. it is a 
recounting of how avenues for social mobility were opened, but also highlights 
how highly differentiated such opportunities remained. 
even though this article also makes extensive use of census data and 
other archival sources, it relies primarily on the life story/oral history inter-
views i conducted between 2006 and 2008 in the context of a research proj-
ect on Suriname’s twentieth-century social history. during the initial round 
2.  the research on which this article is based was conducted in the context of a larger 
collaborative project on Suriname’s twentieth-century social history, with rivke Jaffe, 
hebe Verrest, and rosemarijn hoefte at the royal netherlands institute of Southeast asian 
and caribbean Studies (KitlV). i am grateful to these colleagues for their support and 
insightful and encouraging advice. the netherlands organization for Scientific research 
(nwo) generously financed the project. i also want to thank ine apapoe, yoanne najoe, 
denice gooding, and reana burke for their research assistance in Suriname. i am, how-
ever, most indebted to the many people who took the time to tell me their personal version 
of Suriname’s twentieth-century history. 
3.  See, for example, Van dijck 2001, 2005.
4.  but see hesselink (1974) and the commemorative volume by lie a Kwie & esajas 
(1996), which was commissioned by Suralco.217 ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
of interviews in 2006 and 2007 i conducted life story interviews with a broad 
range of middle-aged to elderly people from different social backgrounds 
and with different personal trajectories. these interviews started with ques-
tions about the place and date of birth, family background, and then followed 
the interviewees’ lead as they recounted their lives. even though most of the 
interviews took place in Paramaribo, the life stories of the interviewees cov-
ered most of Suriname’s differentiated landscape: the districts, the interior, 
mining towns, and capital city.
from my initial round of eighty interviews, ten interviews discussed 
life in the mining industry (at moengo or Paranam) at length. in July and 
august 2008 i conducted twenty additional oral history interviews with 
moengonese in moengo and in Paramaribo, which focused specifically on 
different aspects of their lives in the mining town, from people’s migration 
and work histories to experiences of growing up in the company town, social 
relations and stratification, and company rules and hierarchies to the impact 
of the Binnenlandse Oorlog (interior war). most of these interviews were 
with men, former Suralco employees of different ages, ranks, and ethnic 
backgrounds, but i also spoke to ten women who had grown up or lived in 
moengo. only one of these women actually worked for the company itself, 
which reflects the highly skewed gender ratio of company employment. 
i conducted the bulk of these interviews in dutch, and twice in Sranantongo. 
two interviews were conducted by assistants in aukaans, the ndyuka maroon 
language, while i was present and listened in. the interviews generally lasted 
one to three hours; in a number of cases i conducted follow-up interviews. i 
have replaced the names of most of my interviewees with pseudonyms.
in the following i first give a brief overview of Suriname’s bauxite history. 
i then turn to moengo’s early period. who came to work in the enclave and 
what positions did they find themselves in? next, i discuss how the enclave 
was positioned in its wider surroundings. even though moengo was closed to 
anyone but company employees and their families, it also became a regional 
center of sorts. in the next sections i turn to the rigorously gendered nature of 
moengo’s everyday life, and examine social hierarchies, order and discipline 
in the mining town. oral history and other sources indicate that, even though 
discipline on the plant was rigorous, it was never stable but rather continuously 
contested and in the process of transformation. i end with some reflections on 
the length of the shadows of the plantation.  how far did these shadows – the 
traces of the racially, hierarchically ordered plantation complex – reach into the 
social organization of that symbol of modernity, the company town?218 Anouk de koning
PlAntAtion economy PArAllelS
most caribbean societies are characterized by extremely dependent economies 
in which large metropolitan or transnational companies engaged in resource 
production and extraction play major roles. these particular structures of 
dependency have deep historical roots in the caribbean. Since its colonial 
inception, the area has been structured around limited metropolitan needs. 
Plantation economy scholars focused on the ways in which the domi-
nance of metropolitan enterprise impacted caribbean economies and societ-
ies and was conducive to specific hierarchies, norms, and preferences, nota-
bly the conflation of race and class, a white bias, and a taste for metropolitan 
imports.5 as norman girvan (2006:336) succinctly recapitulates: 
Plantation theorists argued that transnational corporations ended up drain-
ing capital from the local economy through repatriation of profits, and 
promoted dependency on imported intermediate inputs and on capital-
intensive technology. 
girvan’s work (1970, 1975, 2006) highlights the similarities between planta-
tions and mining enclaves, and, at a macro-economic level, economic struc-
tures dominated by either plantations or mining. earlier political-economic 
structures, including economic dependence and underdevelopment, and racial 
hierarchies were seen to be reproduced in and through the mineral industry, in 
what beckford (2000:253, 300) called “a ‘ratooning’ of the plantation system.” 
the shift from sugar to bauxite indeed did little to lessen Suriname’s 
dependent integration into the global economy. despite the crucial shift 
from large-scale agricultural enterprises to an agricultural sector dominated 
by small enterprises and the significant expansion of the government sector 
after world war ii, Suriname’s economy continued to depend on large-scale, 
foreign-owned resource exploitation companies (see Van dijck 2001, hoefte 
& meel 2001:xiv). to what extent can we discern similar continuities and 
parallels between the plantation and the mining enclave in terms of social 
organization and sociocultural stratification? 
SurinAme’S BAuxite
while in the late nineteenth century and first half of the twentieth century 
Suriname’s sugar industry steadily declined, large bauxite deposits were dis-
covered in the early twentieth century. alcoa, already the major american 
5.  See, e.g., best 2005 together with levitt 1978, beckford 2000, and girvan 1970, 
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bauxite company at the time, had contrived to acquire widespread conces-
sions in areas where bauxite deposits were suspected. the terms under which 
the Surinaamsche bauxiet maatschappij (Sbm; renamed Suralco in 1957), 
the Surinamese subsidiary of alcoa, could operate were extremely favorable 
until the mid-1970s. these terms were repeatedly subject to debates in the 
Surinaamse Staten (the local parliament), but dutch interventions restricted 
renegotiations (lamur 1985). 
in 1920 the Sbm started mining bauxite at moengo, the isolated location 
of what was once a maroon village in the east of the country (lie a Kwie 
& esajas 1996, oudschans dentz 1921). over the years moengo developed 
into a full-fledged company town. adjacent to moengo proper, a more infor-
mal, largely Javanese settlement came into being around 1930. wonoredjo 
was declared an official village community in 1941.6 the number of inhabit-
ants of moengo/wonoredjo grew from 2,687 in 1950, to 5,320 in 1964 and 
6,633 inhabitants in 1971 (see table 1). mining soon came to dominate the 
otherwise sparsely populated district of marowijne. 
table 1. number of residents in bauxite towns*
town 1950 1964 1971
moengo 2,687 5,320 6,633
billiton 923 3,126 2,721
Paranam 1,399 2,634 3,093
total 5,009 11,080 12,447
Source: census of 1950, 1964, and 1971.
* because of changes in the enumeration districts between 1950 and 1964, and the differ-
ent treatment of “bushland population” in all three years, the data are not fully comparable.
from the 1920s onward exports rose quickly, and in the 1940s Suriname 
became one of the largest producers of bauxite worldwide. while bauxite pro-
duction and the number of employees showed great fluctuations over time, 
the overall trend was one of production growth. the economic crisis caused a 
temporary slump in production, and a reduction of the number of employees 
from 700 to 290 in the early 1930s (lie a Kwie & esajas 1996:68), but by the 
late 1930s production had picked up, and in 1942 it reached unprecedented 
heights due to heavy demand from the u.S. war industry (eSwin 1956:119, 
lie a Kwie & esajas 1996:72). the number of people employed in the baux-
6.  Verslag der Handelingen van de Staten van Suriname (Handelingen) p. 98 and 
Bijlagen (24.1-3).220 Anouk de koning
ite sector increased sharply, from 954 in 1939 to 2,634 in 1942 (ramsoedh 
1990:155, Surinaams Verslag 1940, 1944). 
in 1939 Sbm started developing another mining location, Paranam, 
upstream of Paramaribo on the Suriname river, where it was soon joined 
by the dutch billiton company, which developed operations at nearby 
onverdacht. the center of Suriname’s mining sector shifted from moengo to 
Paranam/onverdacht, even more so when a hydroelectric dam, an alumina 
factory, and an aluminum smelter, financed by Suralco in exchange for new 
bauxite concessions, were built at Paranam in the early 1960s (lie a Kwie 
& esajas 1996:80).7 both Paranam and onverdacht developed into compan  y 
towns, but they remained relatively small, as their proximity to the city 
allowed workers to commute from Paramaribo (see de bruijne 1976:72-73).
table 2. distribution of mining personnel per district in 1964
district most likely employed at: % of all employees in 
mining sector (n=5570)
marowijne moengo 17
Suriname billiton/Paranam 43
Paramaribo billiton/Paranam, Paramaribo headquarters 
and dam construction in brokopondo
28
brokopondo dam construction in brokopondo  10
total 98
Source: 1964 census.
due to its capital-intensive nature the bauxite sector remained a relatively 
modest source of employment. high capital investments allowed for increased 
production without concomitant increases in employment. while the mining 
sector provided between 5 percent and 8 percent of all employment in the 
years 1953-82 (buddingh’ 1995:310), in 2006 it employed merely 3 percent 
of the economically active population (ferrier 2007:24). yet since the indus-
try is heavily dominated by men, these figures understate the importance of 
the mining sector as an employer for the male labor force: in 1964 it employed 
10 percent of all employed men (abS 1964). 
in 1941 Suriname was the origin of 88 percent of american bauxite imports 
and in 1948 of 82 percent, but the country steadily lost that premier position 
with the rise of other, cheaper sources.8 whereas in 1950 it still produced 30 
percent of the world’s bauxite, in 1991 Suriname’s share had dropped to 3 
7.  table 2 details the distribution of mining employees in 1964.
8.  Minerals Yearbook (1941:656 and 1949:168), <http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/
pubs/usbmmyb.html>, accessed february 21, 2011.221 ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
percent (lie a Kwie & esajas 1996:244). in terms of Suriname’s gdP, bauxite 
and alumina production remained paramount. from the 1930s onward, baux-
ite and bauxite products have represented the single largest export product and 
contributor to the gdP (Van dijck 2001:57). while the relative importance 
of bauxite exports has decreased in the last two decades, extractive industries 
have taken on renewed importance due to the booming oil sector and more 
recently the large-scale mining of gold (Van dijck 2001, 2005). 
A mining enclAve in the Jungle
much-traveled dutch civil servant and writer fred oudschans dentz visited 
moengo in 1919 or 1920, when only part of the settlement had been finished. 
he spoke enthusiastically of the founding of moengo as “an adventure story, 
a piece of modern history and a monument to the willpower and perseverance 
of the americans” (oudschans dentz 1921:485). he was clearly impressed 
by the u.S. accomplishments and the modern, all-encompassing organiza-
tion of the production process, labor force, and village. the village that was 
created on the banks of the cottica river, isolated in the jungle of eastern 
Suriname, was designed for 1,000 workers, who “with women and children” 
would make up a population of 4,000 people (oudschans dentz 1921:486). 
according to oudschans dentz, the americans implemented a wide-ranging 
and highly advanced sanitary infrastructure, using their experiences in other 
labor enclaves in tropical areas, such as Panama and cuba. this infrastruc-
ture included a system for drinking water, indoor sanitary facilities and a 
sewage system, anti-malaria measures, and a hospital. there were advanced 
plans for a power station that would supply electricity to the town, the fac-
tory, and the water supply (oudschans dentz 1921:488-90). moengo’s mod-
ern infrastructure outshone that of the capital, as did, apparently, some of the 
company equipment. “calculators are as yet unknown in Paramaribo, and 
typewriters are busily typing away in this small distant town in the jungle,” 
writes oudschans dentz (1921:502). 
from oudschans dentz’s account we can conclude that moengo’s almost 
entirely male population of 474 consisted of 22 u.S. citizens and 57 “foreign 
whites,” most likely french deportees (see lie a Kwie & esajas 1996:48), 
as well as almost 300 Surinamese, some 50 workers from the british west 
indies, and some 40 Javanese (oudschans dentz 1921:491). oudschans dentz 
mentions that the company employed amerindians as lumberjacks and had 
made arrangements with local maroons for the supply of wood. Sbm further 
employed some 150 carpenters, mostly hailing from Paramaribo. regarding 
administrative jobs, he writes: “it goes without saying that a many people 
have found employment with the company, even if the leading posts remain 
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well-paid, subordinate posts. now that these are available, they leave their 
scantily paid jobs in the private sector or with the government” (oudschans 
dentz 1921:502). according to oudschans dentz the wages at moengo were 
significantly higher than those paid in other sectors and companies. 
indentured laborers from the netherlands east indies made up a signifi-
cant part of moengo’s early workforce. the Sbm concluded a contract with 
the government for 400 “Javanese” laborers (lie a Kwie & esajas 1996:45). 
between february and august 1920 three ships carried 251 laborers who 
had signed five-year contracts to work at moengo (burside 1986:5). little is 
known about this group of indentured laborers who, instead of signing up for 
work at one of Suriname’s plantations, ended up in the newly established min-
ing enclave. the digitized immigration register contains the records of 110 of 
the laborers who were contracted to work at moengo: 51 women and 59 men.9 
these included at least 9 young children, including the later political leader 
Salikin hardjo (bruinessen 2001). it is striking that most indentured laborers 
were in their twenties or early thirties and that many were married and came 
with their partners. it seems that the company had specifically requested mar-
ried couples, hoping they would make for a reliable and possibly self-repro-
ducing workforce. oudschans dentz (1921:504) does indeed mention such a 
company policy, and according to hoefte (1998:108), government policies 
similarly promoted the recruitment of married couples as indentured laborers.
Salikin hardjo’s father arrived in Suriname in 1920 after he had signed 
a five-year contract to work as a mechanic at moengo. his story gives a 
glimpse into early life at moengo. hardjo’s father followed the example 
of a friend who had been contracted to work as an electrician at moengo 
(bruinessen 2001:6). the two friends were hired as skilled laborers, which 
was exceptional. most of moengo’s indentured laborers were involved in 
manual occupations: in the mining, transport, and washing of bauxite, as 
well as the upkeep of the enclave’s vegetable garden (see hesselink 1974:60, 
lie a Kwie & esajas 1996:49). “the company was very satisfied with the 
Javanese laborers,” lie a Kwie and esajas (1996:49) note. “not only were 
they brought into action in the vegetable garden, but they were also excel-
lent miners, while the women were skillful in washing bauxite.” while the 
experiment with indentured labor was not continued, the manual labor force 
would continue to be dominated by Javanese, predominantly ex-indentured 
laborers from plantations in the neighboring district of commewijne. 
mr. ernst was in his late 80s when i interviewed him in Paramaribo in 
2008. he lived at moengo off and on from the late 1920s onward and was one 
of the few who still remembers what life was like in moengo before world 
9. the  Madioen II, which carried 151 of moengo’s indentured laborers, has been omit-
ted from the digitalized immigration register, available at http://www.nationaalarchief.
nl/suriname/base_java/introductie.html; last accessed december 24, 2010.223 ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
war ii. “in those days you had to go to moengo by boat, the Paramaribo,” 
he says. “you had one twice a week. So moengo was an isolated place for 
those workers, you had nowhere to go. that’s why the americans always 
ensured the good life there in moengo.” he says that there used to be an Ons 
Belang, a store selling produce from the company-owned farm. “everything 
belongs to the company. you could go get [your groceries] with a ticket with 
a number. and every fortnight, they would deduct that from your salary.”
moengo was initially set up in different neighborhoods for different racial 
groups: a spaciously laid-out american Quarter and smaller quarters for 
Surinamese and Javanese laborers (oudschans dentz 1921:487). according 
to mr. ernst, “in the old days, there used to be a separate quarter for the fore-
men. Sranan Kwatta, Surinamese Quarter in american ... common laborers 
lived on the plant itself.” hardjo’s account of his early years at moengo cor-
roborates mr. ernst’s description:
on arrival in moengo the artisans were assigned single-family homes, 
while the uneducated had to live in long barracks. Since hardjo’s father 
and his friend Saman were registered as a mechanic and an electrician, 
they were each assigned such a nice house. “our house was much better 
than the one in Java, it was an elevated house,” said Salikin hardjo. “i 
liked it there, but there were no children. Javanese children were at the 
other side, near the barracks. and negro children lived two kilometers 
further” (bruinessen 2001:10). 
it seems that hardjo and his family were housed in the Surinamese Quarter, 
which was reserved for skilled laborers and was set apart from the barracks 
that housed unskilled laborers. unskilled laborers were apparently subdi-
vided by race. 
mr. ernst grew up in a so-called bunkhouse, one of those barracks men-
tioned by hardjo, which were subdivided into rows of one-bedroom houses. 
they were called dyaris, yards, and each complex was known by its own 
name. “you had bigi dyari, ala dyari. the rows of bigi dyari formed a 
square, with in the middle two bathrooms, four toilets, and two water fau-
cets.” most workers lived in such bunk housing, but Javanese mostly lived in 
wonoredjo, he says. i ask him about social distinctions in his youth. 
in those days it was a special kind of arrangement. Staff is staff,10 monthly 
is monthly, weekly and then the workers ... you couldn’t go to where the 
big staff, deputy director barnett, lived. as boys we also didn’t go to 
10.  Staf was used to mean the upper echelons within the company, the managerial staff. 
in this article i employ a literal translation of the term, staff, since i feel this does most 
justice to the original usage. 224 Anouk de koning
Sranan Kwatta to play ... you could go there to run an errand, maybe you 
worked for one of those people there. 
oudschans dentz (1921:490) mentions that the hill on which moengo was 
located bordered on a swamp that was going to be drained and the reclaimed 
land would be made available to Javanese laborers who had completed their 
contracts. it seems likely that the company wanted to create a partly self-
sustaining pool of labor adjacent to the company-owned town. this piece of 
reclaimed land is possibly the origin of the Javanese village of wonoredjo, 
moengo’s informal shadow settlement. Some of moengo’s indentured labor-
ers may have been wonoredjo’s founders. 
the archives give an impression of the indentured laborers’ opportunities 
for intergenerational social mobility. the immigration register includes the 
record of bok Soeto, a female indentured laborer from the Semarang district 
in the netherlands east indies who came to Suriname on the Rotti III in 1920 
to work at moengo. in 1921 she gave birth to a son, Julius doelgani, who, 
according to the 1950 census, would become Sbm’s telegraph operator.11 
consider also the case of hendrik Soepeno, who was born in 1922 as the son 
of another of moengo’s female indentured laborers. in 1950 Soepeno was a 
company clerk who had the rank of maandloner,12 which was exceptional 
among Javanese employees at the time.
from the PlAntAtion to the mine
while plantation agriculture continued its steady decline, bauxite replaced 
sugar as Suriname’s major export product. as the demand for bauxite grew 
in the united States in the late 1930s and the Sbm raised bauxite production 
accordingly, moengo’s population began to grow rapidly. Part of moengo’s 
workforce hailed from the fledgling plantations, where wages were low, and 
were lowered even more during the crisis years (ramsoedh 1990:23-24). 
only the few large-scale agricultural enterprises that were able to intro-
duce the technological innovations required to compete on the world market 
managed to operate well into the twentieth century. the largest and most 
significant of these was mariënburg, a vast plantation with one of the larg-
est, and, at the time, most modern sugar factories in the hemisphere. it relied 
heavily on cheap labor supplied by indentured laborers from the dutch east 
indies (see hoefte 1998). in 1918 marienburg’s division of labor and con-
11.  nationaal archief, Volkstelling Suriname 1950, nr. 2.10.19.02.
12.  Maandloners or maandgelders were the second-ranking stratum of employees, also 
called monthly, since they were paid on a monthly basis. See p. 21 for a full explanation 
of terms related to the company hierarchy.225 ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
comitant hierarchies had a clear racial character. its managerial staff was 
largely dutch (and white), while the middle group of overseers was made up 
of dutch and creole men. the skilled laborers were a diverse intermediate 
group, again consisting of both dutch and creole men, though, as hoefte 
notes, Javanese and hindustani men increasingly joined their ranks as clerks 
from the 1920s onward.13 the manual labor force consisted almost exclu-
sively of Javanese indentured laborers, men and women (hoefte 1998:95). 
mr. Spalding grew up at mariënburg in the late 1930s and 1940s as the 
son of a guyanese sugar boiler and a Surinamese teacher. “at that pros-
perous time, mariënburg was the second city after Paramaribo,” he says. 
“it was a flourishing sugar enterprise.” it paid very badly, but “Javanese 
were known to be satisfied with little.” with obvious admiration, he recounts 
how some were able to acquire a Zündapp scooter, although they “hardly 
had food on the table.” and they would proudly display their scooter on the 
veranda of their house. mr. Spalding told me that field laborers lived in small 
bunkhouse  s. the luxurious staff housing was located away from workers’ 
quarters, separated by a canal, and was off-limits to ordinary workers.
mr. Spalding decided to become a sugar boiler like his father, thereby 
breaking with the tradition of hiring expat guyanese for the position. “it was 
attractive,” he says, “since staff members were regarded highly at mariënburg. 
its staff club was comparable to the officer’s club in Paramaribo. it was 
even more modern, more beautiful.” after having worked at mariënburg for 
some ten years, he left Suriname’s fledgling last sugar plantation in the mid-
1960s for a job in the potroom at Paranam. 
mr. Spalding was not the only one to leave the plantation for the better-
paying mining companies. many overseers left mariënburg to work in the 
bauxite industries from the 1930s onward (hoefte 1998:99). field laborers 
also started to leave the plantation for the mines. for all concerned, the move 
seems to have meant a significant improvement in wages and facilities. the 
drift away from the plantation continued until mariënburg’s by then anti-
quated sugar factory was finally closed in the mid-1980s. 
mrs. marijke recounts the history of her parents, both children of 
Javanese indentured laborers, born “on plantation,” as Surinamese say. like 
mr. Kromo’s father and many other ex-indentured laborers, marijke’s father 
left the plantation in the 1950s to look for a better-paying job. mrs. marijke 
13.  Suriname is perceived as consisting of a number of bevolkingsgroepen, population 
groups, of a predominantly ethnic nature. the main groups are creoles (descendents of 
enslaved africans who often also claim more mixed origins), hindustanis (descendents 
of east indian indentured laborers), Javanese (descendents of indentured laborers from 
the netherlands east indies), maroons (descendents of enslaved who fled the plantations), 
amerindians, and chinese (for an extensive discussion of ethnic categories in Suriname, 
see de Koning 2011a).226 Anouk de koning
remembers the holidays she spent with her grandparents on plantation 
Zoelen, which was part of the larger mariënburg complex. She says she only 
later realized how hard life on plantation had been: the lack of clean drinking 
water and decent wages, and widespread poverty. “a Javanese woman was 
lucky if she was employed as a servant or cleaning lady in someone’s house, 
at the plantation owner’s. that meant you were well off. my parents weren’t 
in such a favorable position. all this changed when my father had the chance 
to work as a laborer at Suralco.” her parents began their life as a married 
couple at mariënburg, where her father had a job cutting and carrying cane. 
he did not like it, she says, and went to Paramaribo to look for work. a friend 
of his told him to come to moengo.
mr. esajas’s story reflects another typical trajectory. mr. esajas left his 
native coronie during the war because he was drafted for the Schutterij, the 
national guard. after the war ended, he found work at moengo. “he started 
out earning 28 cents an hour,” his wife remembers. it was slightly better 
than what he would earn in the city, she says, “but if you found something in 
the city, you stayed.” like many other new workers, mr. esajas started out 
“weeding,” which meant hard physical labor clearing the concession grounds 
of overgrowth. depending on one’s performance, one was picked out by a 
manager of one of the departments. “he could not have been there more than 
a week, and an american passed by who saw him at work. he called his boss 
and said, ‘can you give me this man? i could use such strong fellows in the 
mine.’ and that’s how he went to the mine.”
the company mainly employed “creole” and “Javanese” men,14 who 
made up some 80 percent of the workforce in the 1960s and 1970s. the 
remainder was made up of “hindustanis,” “[amer]indians,” “europeans,” 
“chinese,” and diverse “others” (table 6).15 moengo’s demographics reflect 
the composition of the workforce. in 1964 the combined population of 
moengo and wonoredjo was made up of 48 percent “creoles” and 42 per-
cent “Javanese” (table 3). in 1950, 62 percent of the 1950 creole population 
over fifteen was born in Paramaribo, 10 percent in marowijne, and 9 percent 
in commewijne (see table 4). in contrast 59 percent of all Javanese over 
fifteen had been born in the netherlands east indies and 24 percent in the 
commewijne district, which included a large number of people from planta-
tions mariënburg and alliance (see table 5). while most of moengo’s adult 
14.  i use quotation marks to highlight the fact that these are census categories that univo-
cally categorize a much more complex reality. not only does such categorization privilege 
ethnic provenance as a stand-alone explanatory factor, it also assumes that discrete ethnic 
identities exist, and thereby categorizes mixture out of existence (see de Koning 2011a).
15.  in 1964, 49 percent of the workforce was “creole” and 37 percent “Javanese” (com-
pared with a share of 36 percent and 14 percent in the national population) (table 6), in 
1970 both made up 39 percent (table 7). 227 ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
table 3. Population of moengo and wonoredjo in 1950 and 1964 by gender and ethnicity
race/
ethnicity
black/col. 
creole
hindustani  Javanese chinese [amer]
indian
european
 
other total
year 1950 1964 1950 1964 1950 1964 1950 1964 1950 1964 1950 1964 1950 1964 1950 1964
male 667 1255 67 185 576 1145 14 32 24 103 11 36 17 13 1376 2769
female 635 1121 56 158 558 1099 8 27 28 99 16 33 10 14 1311 2551
total 1302 2376 123 343 1134 2244 22 59 52 202 27 69 27 27 2687 5320
% of 
population
48% 45% 5% 6% 42% 42% 1% 1% 2% 4% 1% 1% 1% 1% 100% 100%
Source: census of 1950 and 1964.
table 4. birthplace of creoles over 15 at moengo/wonoredjo in 1950
Place of birth % 
Paramaribo 62
marowijne district
  moengo 2%, albina 2% 
10
commewijne district 9
nickerie district 6
Suriname district 4
coronie district 5
abroad 3
total 99
figures based on a representative sample of 1950 census data.
 
table 5. birthplace of Javanese over 15 at moengo/wonoredjo in 1950
Place of birth % 
netherlands indies 59
district commewijne
  mariënburg 7%; alliance 4%
24
moengo 3
Suriname district 8
Paramaribo 2
nickerie district 2
total 98
figures based on a representative sample of 1950 census data.228 Anouk de koning
creole population thus came from the city, a vast majority of the Javanese at 
moengo (some 85 percent) seem to have moved from the plantation to the 
mine, perhaps with a short spell during which they worked in town or had 
been drafted for military service during world war ii. though geographi-
cal proximity played a role, it was particularly the longstanding dominance 
of plantations and the poor salaries and working conditions they offered 
Javanese (ex-indentured) laborers that made commewijne into the primary 
supplier of unskilled labor to the Sbm. 
in 1970 hesselink (1974:72) found that most Javanese employees were 
children of plantation laborers or peasants, while over half of their creole col-
leagues were children of low-level civil servants or artisans. almost a quarter 
of the uurloners and weekloners were natives of marowijne. this indicates 
that by that time a considerable number of sons of Suralco employees had 
taken jobs in the company, reflecting the company’s preference for family 
members of employees (hesselink 1974:72), and indicating the importance 
of the company as a facilitator of intra- and intergenerational social mobility. 
A Better life
i asked oma how she liked life in moengo. She said it was like paradise, so 
tidy. an appreciation of the clean and orderly life in moengo was common 
among the people i spoke with (see hesselink 1974). it often meant the move 
from a hut made of palm leaves or a small yard-house to first a bunkhouse 
and later a stone house. life was cheap because company housing was inex-
pensive, electricity and water were free. one could even get loans to build a 
house in Paramaribo. the company took care of every minute detail on the 
plant, even replacing burnt-out light-bulbs.
for people from the plantations, company employment presented an 
escape from poverty and hard, poorly paid labor. “did people think highly of 
a job at Suralco?” i asked oma, an elderly lady married to a retired Suralco 
laborer, who herself had worked as a maid for Suralco staff. 
well yes, you didn’t earn that much, but earlier at mariënburg, you earned 
1 guilder a week; now you are at moengo and you earn 25, 20 guilders a 
week ... my husband was a carpenter at mariënburg ... in 1949 he went 
to moengo where he found work as a carpenter again. then he received 
18,50 per week ... my husband says, the Suralco is mistaken. So he put ten 
guilders aside. Afraid that they would come back for it? yeah ... until one 
day he asked a friend. isn’t the Suralco making a mistake? because i get 
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Such favorable comparisons between plantation and Suralco wages were 
common in oral histories of Javanese moengonese. while Sf 18.50 seems 
a reasonable estimate of a starting wages for common laborers at moengo, 
wages at mariënburg must have been higher than one guilder a week. mr. 
Kromo’s quote of 15 cents versus 60 cents an hour seems more realistic (see 
also footnote 1). however, oma’s narrative serves to highlight the perceived 
stark contrast between the two. 
the comparative value of moengo wages remains a moot point. 
oudschans dentz mentions the relatively generous wages in moengo’s early 
years and lie a Kwie and esajas (1996:74) argue that in the 1930s, moengo 
employees were the highest paid in the country. longstanding moengonese 
mr. ernst confirms this. “moengo employees earned well,” he says. “that’s 
why, when the Paramaribo [the boat that shuttled between moengo and 
Paramaribo] came from moengo, you see all those women eyeing those 
moengo-men. yes, they come with money.” yet Staten debates and severe 
labor unrest in 1941-42 indicate that even in the mining sector, wages were 
hardly sufficient (see de Koning 2011b). even if wartime inflation accounte  d 
for part of the hardship, several of my interlocutors pointed out that wages 
remained modest in the postwar years. they were hardly enough to com-
fortably feed a family; many moengo women supplemented their husband’s 
company wages with home-based economic activities. 
in 1942 mining unions were founded at moengo and Paranam after a grim 
standoff between the company and moengo workers (see de Koning 2011b). 
moengo has had a high degree of labor organization ever since, which over 
time yielded important gains in terms of wages and fringe benefits. in 1961 the 
mining sector paid the second-highest average wages in the country, Sf 3,459 
per annum, as compared to, for example, Sf 1,924 in the trade sector.16 by 1973 
average wages in the bauxite sector were the highest nationally, Sf 10,000, as 
compared to the average wage of Sf 5,730 in the transport and communication 
sector, the second-best paying sector (Van Schaaijk 1975:24). 
moengo offered extensive facilities and primary and later secondary schools 
that were said to be of high quality. over the years, company employment 
became increasingly secure and, from the 1950s onward, offered additional 
benefits like retirement packages, mortgage facilities, as well as scholarships 
for the children of employees. in addition there was a policy of preferential 
employment for born-and-bred moengonese. moengo thus provided signifi-
cant avenues for intra- and intergenerational social mobility. i was told that 
many moengo children had gone on to successful professional careers. 
Stories like those of mr. Spalding and mrs. marijke illustrate many of 
the links and continuities between the plantation and the mining enclave. to 
staff, skilled workers, and laborers alike, the switch to the mine meant sig-
16.  Source: bedrijfs- en beroepstelling (1961:4).230 Anouk de koning
nificant improvements in income and facilities. however, they encountered a 
strikingly similar hierarchical society and were allotted largely similar posi-
tions in occupational and social hierarchies.
neighBorS And emPloyeeS
moengo is located in the rugged marowijne district surrounded by small 
ndyuka maroon villages, without any towns in the vicinity. a ten-hour, twice-
weekly boat service provided moengo’s major connection to Paramaribo 
until the east-west corridor was completed in 1964. even though the road 
lessened moengo’s isolation, its distance to the city remained considerable, 
in part because it could not be reached without crossing two rivers by infre-
quent ferries. 
the moengo enclave consisted of moengo plant, the highly regulated 
and stratified company town that boasted an excellent infrastructure, and 
wonoredjo. wonoredjo’s village community status meant that a village council 
headed by the village headman, the lurah, held communal title to the land, was 
responsible for village affairs, and had to answer to the district commissioner 
(ramsoedh 1990:112-19). while these parts were each organized in distinct, 
even contrasting ways, they had a complementary, even symbiotic existence. 
moengo proper housed only company employees and government person-
nel, while wonoredjo also housed casual laborers, pensioners, and cleaning 
ladies (hesselink 1974:65). even though wonoredjo had a largely Javanese 
population (88 percent in 1950), it also housed some chinese and creoles. 
most non-Javanese who could not or would not live on the plant lived on 
the bursideweg, at the edge of the bauxite concession, or across the river in 
abraliba. mr. Kromo, who was born and raised in wonoredjo, reflects on the 
symbiotic relationship between moengo and wonoredjo: 
wonoredjo was moengo’s vegetable garden ... many of those men [in 
wonoredjo] were employed by the Sbm, the women stayed at home. in 
the morning they have that tengo, that basket, full of vegetables, cassava 
and so on ... and they go to moengo to sell door-to-door. Suralco does 
import vegetables twice a week, but that’s not enough. that’s why they 
buy from those Javanese women. in the morning you’d have a row of 
some ten to twenty women walking along the footpaths in the direction of 
moengo, and by nine they’d have made all their money for that day. then 
they get back to work planting and harvesting. 
the company had a fixed core of permanent workers over whom it exercised 
a large measure of control because they lived on company grounds, while it 
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maroon villages for work of a more temporary nature. the advantage was 
that laborers from wonoredjo and the villages did not require investment in 
infrastructure and facilities, nor did they entail economic and social respon-
sibilities (hesselink 1974:64-65). wonoredjo had nothing like the infrastruc-
ture or facilities of moengo proper, but was also largely free of the company 
control ubiquitous in moengo proper. it was presided over by the lurah, who 
acted as an intermediary between the government and the villagers and had 
an important say in village affairs, not least because he administered the 
use rights to the village grounds (see ramsoedh 1990:112-13). wonoredjo 
housed a number of small restaurants, bars, and shops, which were not 
allowed on the concession grounds and for many moengonese presented a 
welcome escape from the more regulated moengo plant.
the company had a strict policy regarding moengo’s other neighbors, 
maroons from nearby villages along the river and later along the road. as 
mr. ernst remembers, maroons did not live at moengo in the old days. “they 
came to sell things and wash clothes for people. but then after five they had 
to leave again,” he says. mr. Kromo corroborates: “at five o’clock, they had 
to go down the river.”17 at least until world war ii, Sbm did not directly 
employ maroons. this might have been deliberate company policy to keep 
control of movements in and out of the enclave. 
among the first maroons who were hired by Suralco were men from the 
village of tamarin, located 30 kilometers downstream from moengo along 
the cottica river. tamarin was the center for mission activities in the cottica 
area and was seen as pati dyali, the priest’s yard, says mr. witkamp, who was 
born there in the 1950s. in its heyday it had a sawmill, a boarding school, 
and of course a church, as well as a policlinic, a store, and a service sta-
tion. it attracted people of different backgrounds who were employed by 
the mission, recounts mr. witkamp: “all sorts of teachers came and stayed 
– hindustanis, Javanese – and their wife and children would join them. the 
sawmill was run by a half-chinese, boss harry chin. So you had all sorts, it 
was not really a maroon village.” 
mr. witkamp says that the mission sawmill lacked a competitive edge; 
moreover, certain kinds of timber became scarce and difficult to log. a big 
fire in the cottica area in the mid-1960s put an end to the logging industry 
at tamarin. Suralco commissioned poultry farming, most likely at the local 
priest’s behest. “if you wanted to participate in the poultry farming, you’d get 
all the material, instructions and sell the eggs to Suralco ... really, for me as a 
young boy, i saw eggs, eggs, and more eggs.” there was also a joint Suralco/
government project to grow citrus fruit. but, mr. witkamp says, those were 
also destroyed in the fire. other top-down experiments with rice cultivation 
and tilapia farming initiated by the ministry of agriculture also failed. “what 
about the chickens?” i asked. well, the chickens were no success story either. 
17.  emphasis added to indicate that this part of the sentence was originally in english.232 Anouk de koning
tamarin’s days as a lively village community were over. “when the logging 
was no longer going well, more and more people went to moengo to find a 
job ... as a young boy [i.e. in the early 1960s] i saw the shift when people left 
the sawmill to work for Suralco.”
according to mr. westerman, son of one of the pioneers from tamarin, his 
father and uncles were hired by the company in the mid-1950s because they 
were such able soccer players. after work, soccer was the most important 
activity at moengo. teams that represented different company departments 
would vie to hire talented players like mr. westerman’s father and uncles. 
“People from tamarin adapted easily to life here [at moengo], because they 
had already encountered western life. tamarin was not a traditional village,” 
mr. westerman says. he himself was born in moengo in the late 1950s and 
grew up among Javanese and city creoles. he remembers seeing the number 
of maroons at moengo increase slowly. “they were hired for the mainte-
nance of the town, or the track. they’d get those kinds of jobs, you know, 
because that was really hard work, and in general they were really strong, 
because of their gardens.” 
mr. witkamp recounts how many ordinary laborers started out: “you 
don’t work for Suralco straightaway; you start working for a contractor, mr. 
tuinfort, tonki ... then the Suralco observes you and says, ‘him i want.’” 
mr. Kromo, who worked as a company clerk, says the company started 
working with casual labor through “contractor boss” tuinfort in 1950. tonki 
would not give his workers a break. “that man was a terrible fellow,” he says. 
“when you are weeding and you stretch your back for a moment, he says, 
‘no, that’s not the way we work, mi mus si yu gogo, i must see your behind.” 
mr. witkamp has similar stories about this notorious boss: “tonki says: 
‘your soul belongs to god, but a skin na fu mi [your body belongs to me]’ ... 
i have experienced the man ... if you work for tonki you lose your pride ... 
you had to undergo a kind of baptism, the tonki-baptism [laughs heartily].” 
mr. witkamp’s uncle was the first from tamarin to work at moengo. even 
though he also started with tonki, he was able to rise through the ranks, says 
mr. witkamp: “he made it all the way to foreman with a white helmet. when 
you have a white helmet at the Suralco, you’re almost black staff ... you are 
from tamarin, from plantation, and you have a white helmet, and you have 
maroons and Javanese and city creoles working under your command.”
gendered diviSionS of lABor
life at the mining enclaves was marked by a highly gendered division of 
labor. with few exceptions, women at moengo were either wives or daughters 
of employees. in moengo’s early days Javanese women had been involved in 
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(lie a Kwie & esajas 1996:132). the involvement of women in the primary 
production process seems to have been phased out with further mechaniza-
tion. moengo’s core business soon became a male affair, notwithstanding the 
handful of women who did administrative work for the company, the few 
female cooks and cleaning ladies in company employment, as well as a the 
few female teachers and nurses stationed at moengo. in 1964 the mining sec-
tor in marowijne employed 915 men (95 percent) versus a mere 44 women 
(table 6).
table 6. composition of the labor force in the mining sector in the marowijne district in 
1964 by gender and ethnicity (excluding unemployed)
race/ ethnicity black/col. 
creole
hindustani  Javanese chinese [amer]indian european
 
other total 
male 436 60 343 6 34 15 21 915
female 29 1 11 2 1 0 0 44
total 465 61 354 8 35 15 21 959
% of total 
employed 48.5% 6.4% 36.9% 0.8% 3.6% 1.6% 2.2% 100%
Source: 1964 census.
while most female moengonese were housewives, oral evidence indicates 
that many supplemented their family’s income with low-paid service work, 
especially cleaning, or home-based economic activities like the produc-
tion and sale of food and sweets. mrs. esajas, wife of the Sbm employee 
from coronie who moved to moengo in the late 1940s, contributed to the 
family income with her sewing. “many women did something,” she says. 
“others sold things to earn something extra. others ironed clothes.” women 
in wonoredjo contributed to the family’s standard of living by planting veg-
etables for their own use and for sale; some also worked as maids for the 
better-off on the plant. 
Quamina indicates that at mackenzie, guyana’s bauxite town, the demba 
company actively encouraged stable, nuclear family life and discouraged 
extramarital affairs (1987:28-29). Suralco seems to have followed similar poli-
cies to promote nuclear household formation with a male breadwinner, as it 
almost exclusively employed men and there were very few other employment 
options at moengo. according to the former female director of moengo hospi-
tal, Suralco as a rule did not employ married women until the mid-1960s, when 
it changed its policy and retained their services even after they were married. 
moengo’s women were thus almost by default housewives. Several informants 
claimed that the company preferred married men and facilitated their married 
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extension of numerous job-related facilities to the nuclear families of employ-
ees must have helped reproduce the nuclear family model. 
in 1950 significantly more moengonese were married and fewer were 
single as compared to Paramaribo (table 8). also the lower number of eco-
nomically active women in moengo indicates that company policies did 
indeed result in nuclear household formation with a male breadwinner to a 
larger extent than in Paramaribo (87 percent of the women at moengo were 
listed as economically inactive, versus 67 percent in Paramaribo). 
moreover, much of moengo’s public social life revolved around men. 
except on special family occasions, the clubs were a male domain. Soccer, 
moengo’s favorite pastime which structured much of the remaining spare 
time and social life, was entirely male, as was for a long time the case for 
the somewhat secretive friendly societies, locally known as courts, to which 
many employees belonged (see hesselink 1974:84-85). women were at 
home with the children, i was told, and it was a woman’s task to facilitate her 
husband’s work life. however, work routines structured the lives of women 
almost as significantly as those of their men. food had to be ready in time 
for transport to the mine, and when father came home, the children had to be 
kept quiet so as not to disturb his rest. it is telling that the food delivery car 
was a central meeting point for moengo’s women. 
diSciPline And control in the comPAny town
the stability and discipline of moengo’s labor force were secured not only 
through higher wages, relatively ample facilities, and the promotion of 
nuclear family formation, but also through restrictions on movement to and 
from moengo. even if the town’s location played a key role in this respect, 
moengo’s isolation was actively policed by company policy. until 1945 one 
had to have a pass to visit moengo; until 1964 visitors were not allowed to 
stay for more than two weeks and were submitted to a medical examination 
upon arrival (hesselink 1974:54). “you had to come with a pass,” mr. ernst 
remembers. “if i worked there, and you wanted to come, i’d have to go notify 
them ... you have to get checked out, even if you come on holidays. yes, that’s 
how strict they were.” even when such official restrictions were abolished, it 
was understood that one could not host guests for longer periods without the 
company’s approval (hesselink 1974:54). controls were probably not as tight 
in wonoredjo, but according to an informant even there one had to notify the 
lurah of the presence of guests and the intended length of their stay. 
moengo’s relative isolation and the fact that almost everyone in and 
around moengo depended on the company gave it an inordinate amount of 
power. if you did anything that went against company rules, you could be 
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emphasize: “down the river.” the company would forward your belongings. 
upon further questioning, it appeared that such sanctions had been extremely 
rare, yet they clearly served to shore up labor discipline and compliance.
at moengo, social position was directly linked to the position one held 
within the company. Strata were designated by mode of payment – monthly, 
weekly, or hourly. Suralco distinguished members of the staf, i.e. managerial 
staff, from the tier of employees known as maandgelders, employees who 
were paid on a monthly basis. the latter stratum consisted of professionals, 
overseers and an elite of skilled workers. these were again set apart from the 
weekloners and uurloners, made up of skilled and unskilled laborers whose 
wages were calculated by week or by hour. Such stratification and the way it 
was institutionalized echoed the social divisions and hierarchies at the sugar 
plantation complex mariënburg. 
moengo’s division of labor and the related social hierarchies long married 
race to class in no uncertain terms. until after world war ii, professional/staff 
positions were only open to whites (hesselink 1974:52). and even after the 
race criterion was formally abandoned, the demand for specific metropolitan 
qualifications, for instance an engineering degree, ensured a large measure of 
continuation of this conflation of race and class. moengo’s staff was largely 
foreign and white until well into the twentieth century. the executive position 
was invariably staffed by a dutch person, but the company also employed 
some u.S. engineers who were stationed at moengo for a limited number of 
years. Some, like the well-liked mr. overbeck, stayed longer at their own 
request. in 1970, when hesselink conducted his research, 16 of 26 staff were 
white (table 7). eight of the 16 white staff were born in the netherlands, three 
in Suriname, three in indonesia, and one in the united States and belgium each 
(hesselink 1974:67-68). 
the  maandgelders intermediate stratum was heavily dominated by 
creoles, while the larger body of weekloners and uurloners consisted mainly 
of creoles and Javanese, and a smaller number of maroons. casual labor 
gangs were largely made up of maroons, who must have lived in the neigh-
boring villages and some Javanese, most likely from wonoredjo (hesselink 
1974:67-68) (see table 7). as hesselink argues, the presence of those cat-
egorized as creoles in all strata masks significant social and racial differ-
entiation that confirms rather than disproves the overlap of occupational/
social and racial hierarchies. the term creole covers a highly diverse group 
in terms of class background, descent, and “color.” hesselink notes that in 
1970 there was a clear difference between creole maandgelders and week-
loners and uurloners in terms of social background, which manifested itself, 
among other things, in the higher percentage of membership in Suriname’s 
more elite churches and the significantly lower incidence of common-law 
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these racial hierarchies are reminiscent of those at mariënburg fifty years 
earlier. Shifts did occur     – the disappearance of a significant european pres-
ence in the middle strata, the entry of a minority of creoles into the staff – yet 
over 60 percent of the staff was still white, creoles dominated the middle 
strata, while other ethnic groups made up the rank-and-file labor force. the 
large degree to which class and race were conflated at moengo in part reflects 
differences in skills and educational level that resulted from the differential 
allocation of ethnic groups over Suriname’s highly uneven socioeconomic 
terrain. language is a good example. Sranantongo, Surinamese creole, was 
the lingua franca on the work floor and in social life. moengo’s Sranantongo 
was specked with english expressions that pervaded work life. higher up in 
table 7. ethnic composition of the Suralco labor force at moengo in 1970 by rank 
                         rank
ethnic group
Staff monthly  hourly/weekly total casual laborers
creole   8   31% 76   79% 328   35%   412   39%   15     7%
Javanese –   7     7% 400   43%   407   39%   60   28%
hindustani –   5     5%   61     7%     66     6%     5     2%
maroon – – –   99   11%     99     9% 135   63%
amerindian –   1     1%   33     4%     34     3% – –
white 16   62%   2     2%     4 0.4%     22     2% – –
chinese   2     8%   5     5%     3 0.3%     10     1% – –
total 26 100% 96 100% 928 100% 1050 100% 215 100%
Source: hesselink (1974:67).
table 8. marital status of inhabitants of moengo and Paramaribo between 20 and 50 in 
1950
marital Status 
Place
civil wedding asian 
marriage act*
cohabitating Single
 moengo
 
  male 46   9 29 17
  female 54 11 24 11
  total 50 10 26 14
Paramaribo
 
  male 31 10 20 40
  female 31   5 20 44
  total 31   7 20 42
figures based on a representative sample of 1950 census data.
* Suriname’s law allows not only for civil weddings, but also for weddings concluded 
under the so-called asian marriage act. the latter type of marriage is concluded by a 
hindu or muslim religious functionary and initially entailed conditions considered to be 
equivalent to ethnic or religious “common law.”237 ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
work and social ranks, one needed both dutch and english language skills, 
which disqualified many first-generation Javanese and maroon employees. 
while moengo’s division of labor thus reproduced much of the conflation of 
class and race in society at large, it also worked to strengthen the reproduc-
tion of such racial hierarchies. in his discussion of the political economy of 
race in the caribbean, girvan (1975:13) argues that racism functioned to 
maintain “a large and in some cases virtually unlimited supply of unskilled, 
cheap, and quiescent manpower for those sectors of the expanding economy 
which required it.” in moengo, racial hiring also helped the company to 
maintain a relatively docile workforce. 
everyday life at moengo largely followed the company’s stratification, 
from housing, to a range of facilities and privileges and even social interac-
tion. as said, in moengo’s early years residential segregation was explicitly 
based on race. americans, creoles, and Javanese were housed separately. 
these divisions gave way to ones based on position in the company, which, 
however, remained significantly inflected by race. moengo had separate quar-
ters where the staff was housed in luxury villas. one step down in the hierar-
chy, the company provided family houses. the lowest category of workers, 
weekloners and uurloners lived in smaller houses, or in bunk housing. 
the system of ranked housing and distinct neighborhoods was key in the 
institutionalization of social divisions and hierarchies of the workspace in 
everyday social life. this is underscored by the ample coverage it received 
in my oral histories. for many, the differentiated housing represented the 
pervasive social divisions prevalent at moengo, as well as the alluring pos-
sibilities for social mobility, and thereby exemplifies the ambivalent expe-
rience of moengo’s social hierarchies: a sense of discrimination, but also 
the promise of a higher rung on the social ladder and a better life. take mr. 
witkamp’s description: “when you go from tonki to Suralco, you end up in 
Schiphol [a quarter adjacent to the airstrip, named after the main airport of 
the netherlands, Schiphol]. at Schiphol you had row houses divided in com-
partments, and you have one such compartment. and then you can move to 
bernharddorp, with houses consisting of two compartments ... and then you 
can go to a detached house.”
mr. westerman, introduced above as the son of one of tamarin’s pio-
neers, also went on to become a Suralco employee. he concisely sketches the 
spatialization of class-cum-race hierarchies at moengo. 
everyone was divided. if you were staff, you lived in the staff village. 
as a normal, unskilled laborer you lived at Schiphol. if you lived at 
moengodorp, you were a foreman. and then you had the laborers who 
were a bit further than the unskilled workers, they lived at bernharddorp. 
and at Julianadorp you already had those men we called gang boss, the 
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So that’s the way the village was divided. in that time, color also played 
a minor role. if you were light-skinned, you were already privileged ... 
People were so indoctrinated that they accepted it ... hardly anyone com-
plained ... what mattered to people was that they had a good life, that they 
could earn enough money to take care of a family and ... even build houses 
in the city. those things mattered to them, so they did not have time to 
focus on the divisions. it was not until i was in the city that i realized that 
i had always lived in apartheid ... you can’t go to Stafdorp. if you go to 
moengodorp, you were looked at strangely by the children of the maand-
gelders. what is that boy from bernharddorp doing here? 
Suralco’s social hierarchies were pervasive in all aspects of life in the enclave. 
even resident professionals not employed by the company were fitted into 
company divisions. higher ranks were considered staff and granted access 
to staff facilities; middle ranks were included in de maandgelders category. 
these lines were exceedingly strict, and the company initially forbade, then 
discouraged fraternizing across borders (hesselink 1974:61). a person’s 
access to different parts of town strongly reflected occupational hierarchies 
at moengo. Staff could go wherever they wished; ordinary workers were not 
allowed on staff village grounds, which were policed by company police. 
the staff village and staff club were thus off-limits to ordinary residents, 
except for those who had business there, particularly maids. even the hospi-
tal had separate departments for the three strata, and staff were given priority 
treatment. in keeping with the persistent differentiation common to everyday 
life at moengo, staff and maandgelders would get their groceries delivered to 
their door and children of staff could visit a separate staff school (hesselink 
1974:54). Social and company life blended to a large extent, which meant 
that the hierarchical and dependency relations of the workplace were almost 
equally in force outside work hours and in more private spaces (see also 
hesselink 1974:113-14). 
a common storyline focused on the possible dire consequences of misbe-
having children. mr. Kromo, who grew up in wonoredjo, remembers being 
fascinated by the staff village grounds, which were, of course, strictly off 
limits. “it was clean, the grass is freshly mown. there is no fence. there 
are flowers and green plants; to us it’s a small paradise ... the workers lived 
in bunks, a house with two rooms. and some people have four, eight, up to 
sixteen children. don’t ask me how they managed.” if you ventured onto 
Stafdorp grounds, you’d be chased off by the guards. “only staff children are 
allowed to play there. if you go again, they will fetch your father ... those 
children were sent to the city or to another plantation. because if they stayed 
[and repeatedly got into trouble], the father was fired.” 
while housing was key in the institutionalization of difference, moengo’s 
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and reminders of more generalized lines of social hierarchies and social dis-
tance in moengo. the larger body of uurloners and weekloners could go the 
general recreation hall, the “rec.” the maandloners had their own club, as did 
the staff. the higher ranks could visit the lower-ranked club houses, the other 
way around was impossible. as mr. witkamp puts it: “you can’t go to monthly 
club. as an uurloner, what are you going to do there? you go to the rec, where 
they can come if they want. So they can descend, but you cannot climb.” for 
many, casa blanca, the staff club, symbolized the difference between the staff 
and the rest. the luxurious staff club, an imposing white plastered building 
standing on a spacious lawn, was the symbol of privilege. 
aunt es, whose family was ranked as staff after her husband had been 
made school principal, remembers being invited for the opening of the new 
beatrix theater in the early 1950s: “we had to sit in the box. the invitation 
mentioned that it was hoped that in the future we’d continue to use those 
reserved seats.” the tenacity of rank became clear when her son, who had 
grown up at moengo, finished high school in the city and came back to work 
in the factory for a year as a common laborer. “well, we were seated in the 
box, and my son all the way up front. So we just waved to each other.”
Plantation economist george beckford (1972) likened the plantation to 
a total institution, an omnipotent system in which the economic system pro-
scribes social life, and production determines community (see Khan 2010:178-
79). “the authority structure that characterizes the pattern of economic orga-
nization extends to social relationships,” beckford (1972:54) argues. many 
of these features of the plantation as a total institution that molded social 
life after its production system seem to apply to the moengo of “the early 
days,” as many interviewees put it, illustrating the length of the shadows 
of the plantation at the time. until the 1960s, company policies and hierar-
chies were exceedingly rigid and significantly racially inflected, and there 
was no union that could counterbalance the company’s omnipotent position 
combining employer, landlord, constable, and judge. everyone who lived on 
the plant was dependent on the company, and so were many in wonoredjo. 
transgression of company rules carried the ultimate sanction of immedi-
ate dismissal and removal from moengo. however, from the 1960s onward, 
many of these strict regulations would become undone and the presence of a 
strong labor organization helped lessen the company’s omnipotence. 
conteSting SociAl hierArchieS 
“at moengo we were all like family,” i was often told, yet many people 
discussed how those higher up in the hierarchy had abused their position or 
acted arrogantly. moengo created a contradictory matrix for social life: its 
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deal with the company’s persistent social differentiation. the fact that work 
and social life at moengo overlapped considerably resulted in recurring ten-
sions about the extent to which work hierarchies should inform social life. 
the company sought to ensure that social relations would not interfere 
with work hierarchies. company management set about to organize and dif-
ferentiate social life to correspond with work hierarchies not only through the 
explicit ordering of moengo proper, discussed above, but also through less 
public, but no less important instructions to higher personnel, most obviously 
in a prohibition to join the union (hesselink 1974:63). in earlier days staff 
were forbidden to maintaining social contacts with non-staff, and while in 
1970 that restriction was no longer in force, hesselink notes that such social-
izing “was not looked upon kindly” (1974:61). 
Suralco employees and retirees often argued that life in the company 
and at moengo had undergone significant changes since the 1960s. their 
stories indicated a shift away from a highly arbitrary, race-based, and hierar-
chical management style that ruled both during and outside work hours, on 
and off the work floor. they recounted the slow but steady relaxation of the 
once exceedingly rigorous divisions that characterized all aspects of moengo 
social life (from housing, to recreation, health care, and food provisioning) 
until the mid 1980s, when most formal divisions between staff and maand-
loners were revoked. many attributed the shift away from a highly arbitrary 
and authoritarian management style to the slow increase in Surinamese, 
colored, even homegrown professional staff, as well as the influence of the 
union. Since the 1970s hiring and promotion practices were said to have 
become more meritocratic, and based on formal educational requirements 
and less on favoritism, color, membership in a friendly society or Court, and 
the mere ability to speak dutch and english.
Since socioeconomic power in the u.S.-owned and dutch-administrated 
enclave was so thoroughly intertwined with the racial division of labor, 
racial hierarchies were not easily challenged. the difficult renegotiation of 
hierarchies combining race and class came out most clearly in the recurrent 
discussions of the issue of white and black staff.18 even when an official 
racial policy had been abandoned, company management long remained 
almost exclusively white. however, from the 1960s onward, with increased 
opportunities for promotion within the company and a growing number of 
Surinamese studying at technical universities in the netherlands, the racial 
composition of Suralco’s staff became more diverse. yet racial differentia-
tion persisted within professional staff ranks, primarily through the distinc-
tion between white and black staff. 
18.  the english terms white staff and black staff were invariably used. i have italicized 
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that there was any differentiation between white and black staff was 
something that some higher up in the company hierarchy denied. they pre-
ferred to speak of senior and junior staff. for most others the racial differ-
entiation of the professional staff was a clear reality. to them it exemplified 
the persistent racism at work in company hierarchies, which they felt was 
also apparent in their everyday lives. mr. westerman remembers the division 
quite clearly: 
they also divided the staff village. on this side, in the direction of casa 
blanca, you had only white people. dutch, american. on the other side, 
you had only dark-skinned people. Black staff and white staff, it was called. 
What if you were a white or light-skinned Surinamese? there were some 
people who were white, but born in Suriname, they’d be on the [white 
staff] side. Really? i’m telling you. Based on the color of their skin? yes.
with increasing numbers of Surinamese professional staff, previously strict 
divisions became more difficult to enforce and also caused increasing resent-
ment, as one story about moengo in the early 1970s illustrates. according to 
mr. thompson, a born-and-bred moengo man and former Suralco employee: 
if [Surinamese staff] had family at the plant, they were not allowed to 
freely socialize with them. i experienced that myself, with my uncle. he 
was staff and socialized a lot with us. at one point he had to be transferred 
to Paranam. Why? he was not allowed to socialize with the people of the 
village. but my grandma was there, three of his sisters, nephews ... he 
had studied with a Suralco scholarship and had only recently graduated ... 
after a mere three months, he had to leave. he had been warned, he said ... 
he shouldn’t fraternize that much ... he was pressured to choose [between 
no longer socializing with his family and being transferred], and that’s 
how he ended up going to Paranam.
while company management was very much alive to the possibly dangerous 
relationship between work and social life, it fell upon individuals to negotiate 
the overlap between company hierarchies and social relations. this became 
particularly difficult for those who were promoted and thus had to work out 
how to deal with their former equals. disgruntlement about unfair promo-
tions could easily sour social life. mrs. esajas did not have an easy time when 
her husband made it to staff, says her son. in smalltime moengo, “everything 
concerning work is also part of community life. So if i expect to get a job 
and it turns out you get it ... my wife will insult your wife on the street, at 
the market. So my mother has had a lot of hassles, all kinds of allegations.” 
i further heard recurrent complaints about people who, after being promoted 
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their old acquaintances. this was universally seen as a major offense. yet, as 
people who had climbed up took pains to emphasize, uurloners and weeklon-
ers might also be responsible for the newly established social distance. they 
felt awkward visiting above their rank. 
the end of An erA?
many of the stories i heard about moengo were nostalgic, since in 2008, 
when i conducted most of these interviews, the social life that was connected 
to mining, and the company, had all but ceased to exist. yet changes had 
already set in well before that time. many of the workers’ gains in terms of 
job security, wages, and social and health benefits seem to have been coun-
termanded by a creeping disinvestment on the part of the company. as some 
informants indicated, from the 1970s onward the company slowly but surely 
substituted its earlier role as stern paternalistic provider with that of merely 
an employer, getting rid of most of its extensive facilities. 
by the 1980s easily accessible bauxite reserves close to moengo were 
almost depleted. moreover, military rule, which had been established in 
1980, and, more generally, the decreased competitiveness of Surinamese 
bauxite had led to a tightening of investments from alcoa, Suralco’s mother 
company.19 in 1984 the company suffered losses for the first time in its his-
tory, and implemented a voluntary retrenchment plan (lie a Kwie & esajas 
1996:200-1). the interior war, a prolonged armed conflict between the state/
regime and maroon factions located in the rainforest that stretched from the 
mid-1980s till the early 1990s, led to a temporary cessation of all mining 
activity at moengo in 1986 and the exodus of almost all its inhabitants. when 
mining resumed a few months later, operations had been restructured and 
were managed with a significantly smaller workforce, while many parts of 
the production process were outsourced to labor contractors. while in 1964 
only 2 percent of those active in the mining sector worked as casual laborer, 
between 2002 and 2006 the number of directly employed personnel went 
down from an already diminished 60 percent to less than 40 percent (abS 
1964, ferrier 2007:24). outsourcing of large parts of the production pro-
cess has effectively undercut the bargaining power of organized labor. for 
a majority of those employed in the bauxite industry it has eliminated many 
of the hard-won concessions in terms of wages and other benefits, and more 
importantly, job security.
19.  interview with Suralco executive warren Pederson (2008). lie a Kwie & esajas 
(1996:199) date alcoa’s increased reluctance to invest in its Surinamese operations to the 
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in the late twentieth century moengo ceased to be a real mining town. 
even after interior war violence abated, many moengonese stayed in the city 
or migrated to the netherlands. in time, refugees from the interior who had 
fled to neighboring french guyana took up residence in their vacant houses. 
mines in the vicinity of moengo had already been abandoned, but mining 
continued at more distant mines. at the time of my research, in 2008, the last 
bauxite was being mined and the company was busy devising a rehabilita-
tion plan for the area, but since then, plans seem to have changed. to ensure 
a steady input of bauxite for the alumina refinery plant at Paranam, the life 
expectancy of existing mines at moengo has been extended until 2013, at 
which time a number of new mines in other areas should be operative. this 
should ensure alumina production through 2023.20 even with the currently 
uncertain prospects for the large bauxite deposits in west Suriname, bauxite 
mining remains a crucial part of Suriname. 
ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
moengo’s history provides a fascinating look at Suriname’s twentieth cen-
tury. it recounts the rise of a new industry that drew workers away from 
the plantations and urban artisanal occupations to work in a massive, highly 
organized and orchestrated organization-cum-social community. founded in 
the late 1910s moengo developed into a thriving enclave with at its core 
the highly orchestrated moengo plant, where workers were housed in dif-
ferent neighborhoods according to rank. in the immediate vicinity, several 
more informal settlements sprang up, most importantly wonoredjo, which 
became home to a large number of Javanese Sbm employees. the village 
long served as a pool of reserve labor for the company, while it offered many 
facilities and services that moengo proper lacked.
while plantation economy analyses have pointed to the reproduction of 
structural features of the plantation economy on account of the economic 
dominance of transnational mining companies, i have asked whether every-
day life in the mining enclave echoed features of the plantation. it is striking 
that some of the mining employees came directly from the plantations or 
had experienced plantation society in their childhood. this links the planta-
tion and the mine even more directly than the macroeconomic story of the 
concurrent decline of the plantations and the rise of the bauxite sector would 
lead one to suspect. moreover, while moengo offered myriad opportunities 
for advancement, it did not mean an escape from class-cum-race hierarchies 
that had been characteristic of the plantation. one would be tempted to con-
20.  february 2010 update on Suriname’s bauxite sector, http://www.bauxietinstituut.
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clude that mining enclaves were pockets of a revamped colonial order, where 
largely white, and partially foreign staff lived in a closed-off compound, 
while a creole intermediate stratum did most of the skilled labor. groups 
that were more marginal in a socioeconomic and political sense – Javanese 
plantation workers and maroons from the surrounding villages   – filled the 
ranks of field laborers. moengo’s division of labor married class and race in 
persistent ways, even if these correlations were also in part the result of dif-
ferences in skill and education. in time company employment came to hold 
the promise of promotion, as the company increasingly allowed for employ-
ees to move up through the ranks. 
like the plantation, the company put a strong stamp on the social life 
on the part of the enclave it controlled. it moreover copied many of the dis-
ciplinary and discriminatory mechanisms of the plantation that similarly 
served to maintain a docile, disciplined workforce in the mine, the factory, 
and the workshop. Since there were few other employment possibilities, the 
company had an inordinate amount of power over the lives of people in 
moengo. company hierarchies and regulations were pervasive in everyday 
life, and recurrent violation of its rules could lead to severe sanctions. 
the organization of the labor process and makeup of the labor force strongly 
influenced the shape and fabric of family relations. the mining enclave and the 
plantation differed considerably in this respect. moengo’s almost entirely male 
labor force contrasts starkly with that of the plantations, where both men and 
women were engaged in the primary production process as individual work-
ers. Suralco employment, the corresponding package of benefits and, more 
generally, the facilities and social life in the mining enclave were designed for 
nuclear families with a male breadwinner. the conditions of life at moengo 
thus worked toward the creation of male-headed nuclear families.
work-related hierarchies served to organize social life, which could result 
in the tense negotiation of social relations. how one dealt with the contradic-
tory exigencies of persistent hierarchies and social life at close quarters in a 
small, isolated community was a central theme in many oral histories. this 
contradiction also marked what moengo meant for many people: a highly 
hierarchical space where one might have felt tightly controlled and at times 
discriminated, but which also held the promise of a better life in the form of 
higher living standards and intra- and intergenerational social mobility. 
the controlled site of the bauxite town long worked to reproduce the 
conflation of class and race, as well as the strict maintenance of social hier-
archies and authority structures that were characteristic of the plantation. it, 
however, simultaneously molded all into a modern, almost exclusively male 
proletariat with a large measure of labor organization, and provided many 
with the means to make a better life for themselves and their children. 245 ShAdowS of the PlAntAtion?
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